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Purpose, care and use 

Seller: Vingo Sp. z o.o., NIP: 5223203369, REGON: 389012622, KRS: 0000901348 

Purpose, care and use 

1. All products sold by VINGO Sp. z o. o. the goods should be used in accordance with their intended 
purpose without the use of forces regulated by the Civil Code and other forces that may cause 
mechanical damage to the product delivered to the Buyer, 

2. The goods should be used in the so-called peace conditions regulated by law, 
3. Interior doors (so-called residential products) are applicable only in rooms with similar humidity 

and temperature - so-called. room conditions, where air humidity is 45-65%, 
4. Products should not be stored incorrectly if they need to be moved, 
5. The goods should be properly secured during further construction works, 
6. Doors, door frames and other wooden or wood-based elements should be washed regularly so that 

the degree of dirt does not persist, 
7. In the case of veneered doors, wash them with a damp cloth (not causing scratches) with water or 

using very delicate chemicals for more permanent dirt. In the case of veneered doors, remember to 
wash after the visible elements, so that moisture does not get in the places where the veneer joins 
the raw material, e.g. 

8. Lacquered or veneered doors and glass surfaces should be washed with a soft cloth using water, 
and for more permanent dirt, delicate detergents dedicated to varnishes and veneers used on 
wood, 

9. In the case of wooden and lacquered doors with muntins or other elements glued to the glass or 
with glass filling, always ensure that the cleaning agent does not get into the gaps between the 
glued elements or the glass and wooden or wood-based elements, 

10. In the case of doors with natural veneer, always use only a damp cloth and delicate wood care 
products, 

11. The Buyer, at his own expense and responsibility, should purchase and install all bumpers for 
wings, door handles, sliding wings, protecting elements against impact/destruction, breaking off 
the hinges (especially in the case of doors with reverse rebate and other mechanical damage. 
Installation of bumpers should be made at a distance of at least half the width of the leaf counting 
from the hinge side, and for other elements in accordance with the manufacturer's conditions, 

12. The construction of the door with a reverse rebate does not require the use of a gasket in the 
rebate, the Buyer may use rubber furniture bumpers in the rebate places for a set with a reverse 
rebate, 

13. After completion of construction works, waterproof silicone should be used on the lower edges of 
the frames, 

You should not under any circumstances 

1. Excessively clean all purchased items, 
2. Use a lot of moisture, pour water directly on the wings or its elements, 
3. Use steam jets or excessive heat 
4. Use abrasive cleaners, 
5. Clean the surface by rubbing, 
6. Use force to clean, 

At the end of the washing process, use a dry, soft cloth for maximum drying. Do not rub. Any other 
situations not described in this document are regulated by the Civil Code. 


